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Passing
- Incorporate serve receive passing into as many drills as possible
- Primary passers need a combination of reps and game like passing, especially the libero who often 

does not get served in practices or matches

1.  Butterfly
- Emphasize a particular move or skill 
- Angle arms
- Shuffle
- Passing deep balls
- Start with easy balls, progress to float serves

         

2.  Rapid Fire Passing
- Coach serves from box
-  5 or 10 balls in a row
- Emphasize particular move or skill

3.  2 or 3 person passing  
- 2 passers passing 2/3 of the court
- Emphasize what zone each players should take
- Give backrow  players more responsibility
- Give the better passers more responsibility

Serving
- Incorporate serving into as many drills as possible, make your players serve tough in game like drills, 

watch that they are not always serving zone 6
- Add pressure to serving drills; in a row, miss and go back to zero, competition
- Find out what each players best serve is/what the are most confident serving
- Be comfortable serving short

1.  Serve under the elastic
- Force players to serve low and flat to deep zones

2.  1st to 3 tough
- Compete with partner, first person to 3 serves under the elastic to a zone wins
- Miss serve takes you back to zero
- Add in passers, 1st to serve 3 tough serves wins

3.  3 tries to 3 in a row
-  3 chances to make 3 good serves in a row



Servers vs, Passers
1.  4 before 2
- Passers try to get 4 good passes before servers get 2 tough serves (ace or bad pass) in a row
- Miss serve counts as a good pass (or 2 miss serves in a row count as a good pass)

2.  2.3 passing
- Servers serve 10 balls
- Rank passes as 3,2,1,0 and keep a cumulative score of all passes
- If passers score 23 points or more, or 2.3 average, then they win
- Miss serves can count as bonus point for passers but does not count in the serve total

Setting
- Make sure every player is comfortable setting out of system
- Work on decision making, who is the best person to set in each situation?
- Better high, off the net, and inside
- Liberos train to bump set in front of the 10’ line

1.  Dig – set (2 lines)
- 2 lines plus a target at the 4 and the 5 set
- One person digs, other person steps in to set
- Stay until you set, once you set follow your ball to target
- Work on understanding who/what to set depending on where the ball is dug

2.  Dig – set (group of 3)
- 2 players in defensive position, one player at the net ready to run
- One player digs, other person steps in to set, while 3rd person runs and touches the back line and comes 

into court ready to dig next ball
- Person that sets goes to net and gets ready to run

3. 3 out plus set
- 3 players out in base position
- Players release into a defensive position on coaches toss
- Defenders dig the ball up, another defender must set to coach off  that dig
- Coach hit off the dig back at defenders
- Defenders stay in for either 3 good digs or you can rotate out if you are too far from base to get back
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Attack
- Much of success in attacking depends on getting feet to ball and decision making
- Emphasize using the block, hitting high hands, especially for outside hitters
- Hit high!  Do not get blocked for points

1.  Feet to ball
- Coach tosses an inside set, outside set, or good set to hitter
- Hitters work on step close and getting ball to hitting shoulder
- Hitters need to land on two feet

2. +7
- 2 or 3 hitters competing against each  other vs. full defense
- Kill = +2
- Good attack (free ball back over) = +1
- In play = 0
- Error = -1
- Hitters alternate, first hitter to +7 wins

3.  Last Attack
- Play starts with serve or free/downball
- Service ace = winning side gets to set whoever they want
- Service error = winning side gets to set whoever they want
- Kill = next player gets the next set
- Hitting error = next player gets the next set
- Go until one side wins 2 rallies in a row
- Hitters work on decision making in different situations: when you have a committed block, when you 

have just made an error, when you can go for the kill

4. Hitter Finish
- Assign a “finish” hitter for both sides
- Play starts with serve or free/downball
- Continue freeballs until one side wins 2 rallies in a row
- Finish hitter then must get a kill to “finish” and win the drill
- Puts pressure on hitter to come through with a kill against a solid block

  


